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Are You Unintentionally Holding Yourself Out as the Partner of Another Lawyer or Law Firm?

While most lawyers realize that they are vicariously liable for the acts of their partners, they might be surprised to learn that they may also be held liable for the act of lawyers who are not their partners. When the office sharing arrangements of lawyers create confusion in the minds of their clients (or others) as to whether the lawyers are associated as partners or otherwise, the lawyers involved are exposed to risks of many kinds, including the risk of being liable for the malpractice of the lawyer sharing the office. This liability is based on the legal theory of partnership by estoppel or apparent partnership.

Claims of Partnership by Estoppel commonly arise out of office sharing arrangements in which the separate identities of the individual lawyers are not apparent to the public. Although two or more lawyers may not be partners, they are exposed to the risk of being held partners by estoppels if they share office space, jointly employ a receptionist, knowingly allow the printing and use of office stationery and invoices bearing the names of the other lawyers.